To whom it may concern

Due to the ongoing 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) crisis in Mainland China, the Maida Development Company (MDC) is experiencing delays in delivery of components from our mainland China subsidiaries/partners. Unless there are stocking agreements in place, or your components come from another location outside China, customers can expect delays beyond the current MDC confirmed invoice date.

The crisis is fluid with changes occurring on a daily basis. Here are three examples of things we learned this week.

1. Factories cannot reopen after Chinese New Year without approval of the government. Our understanding: Chinese officials want assurances that companies have protocols in place to limit exposure to and minimize transmission of 2019-nCoV.
2. Factory workers returning from other cities or provinces must quarantine in their dormitory for 14 days before resuming normal work functions.
3. Shipping from the mainland to HK is delayed, in many cases

Please understand that we cannot guarantee any delivery date: it is for reference only and subject to change.

Regards,

Mitch Ross
Sales Manager
Maida Development Company